Pontiac r8

The Pontiac G8 is a rear-wheel drive sedan that was produced by Holden in Australia, and then
exported to the United States, where it was sold by Pontiac. The G8, a rebadged Holden
Commodore , was released in early for the model year in the United States, and in for the model
year in Canada. Production stopped in mid, following the GM decision to suspend the Pontiac
brand. While available, the G8 took the place in the Pontiac lineup of both the Pontiac
Bonneville , which ceased production after the model year, and the Pontiac Grand Prix , which
ceased production after the model year. By December , the rear wheel drive G8 had not become
the expected sales replacement for the previous front-drive models, with 11, unsold G8s in the
inventory and just 13, sold. By July , there were only 5, unsold G8s in inventory, with almost 30,
sold. With the imminent demise of the Pontiac brand, a result of GM's Chapter 11 bankruptcy ,
the model year marked the end of all Pontiacs, including the G8. However, in July , Bob Lutz
made an off-hand comment during a press review that the G8 would be revived as the Chevrolet
Caprice. Subsequently, Lutz retracted this statement, citing market conditions. The G8 differs
from the Commodore mainly in frontal styling and interior details. Holden chairman Denny
Mooney announced that the G8 is imported from the Elizabeth, South Australia plant, South
Australia for the life cycle of the car, but refused to comment on possible future production at
GM's Oshawa, Ontario facility. The G8 was the first rear-wheel drive four-door sedan sold under
the Pontiac name since the Bonneville and Parisienne. However, at the time of the G8's release,
Pontiac did offer the rear-wheel drive Solstice. Production was discontinued in due to new US
safety regulations and the architecture being phased out worldwide in favor of the new Zeta
platform on which the G8 is based. The base G8, referred to in Pontiac sales literature as the
"G8 Sedan", is available with a 3. Base G8 models come standard with six airbags including
full-length side curtain airbags , traction control , electronic stability control , dual tailpipes,
inch alloy wheels fitted with either all-season or summer performance tires , sports body kit, fog
lights, power windows and locks, cruise control, black cloth seats and a seven-speaker audio
system, including front center speaker, single-disc CD player, and auxiliary input jack. A
"Comfort And Sound" package is available on V6 powered G8s, which upgrades the
seven-speaker audio system and manual HVAC controls to the speaker audio and automatic
climate control found in the GT model. The "Premium" package upgrades the Sedan's cloth
seats to leather seating surfaces, driver and passenger heated seats, six-way power driver seat
adjuster, 6-way power front-passenger seat adjuster, rear center armrest, leather-wrapped shift
lever, and the GT's standard leather-wrapped steering wheel. A 6-speed manual was being
considered as an option on the GT model, but Pontiac decided against offering it, stating that it
would instead be offered as an option on the G8 GXP. One change in was the deletion of the
center stack oil pressure and voltage gauges. In addition to the larger engine and six-speed
transmission, GT models also contain additional equipment, including all of the standard Sedan
features plus quad tailpipes, clear taillight lenses as opposed to the Sedan's traditional red
taillights , automatic dual-zone air conditioning, a larger center-console display screen, and an
speaker Blaupunkt premium audio system with 2 subwoofers, six-disc CD changer, and
auxiliary input jack. A sports package is available on the GT, adding sport metallic pedals, QS4
19" machine-faced aluminum wheels, summer performance tires and a slightly smaller
diameter, leather-wrapped Sport steering wheel. The six-speed automatic was standard while a
six-speed Tremec TR manual transmission was available. It also features a unique front bumper
cover and a rear non-functional diffuser to differentiate it from the standard Sedan and GT
models. The remaining 6 were disposed of [ clarification needed ] through GM's internal system.
Horsepower for both remained , with lb. Following the cancellation of Pontiac brand, it was
reported that Holden planned to sell 1, limited edition version of the Commodore SS V fitted
with the Pontiac G8 front-end fascia and other trimmings. Unlike the G8, which was offered only
as a sedan, Holden would be offering utility, sedan and wagon body variants of the G8. After a
naming contest with more than 18, suggestions, the name remained the G8 ST. A Pontiac
variant of the VE Commodore Sportwagon station wagon was considered as well, but not
imported, partially due to poor sales of the market in general, especially of the Dodge Magnum
as compared to its Charger sedan counterpart. Stealth Blue was discontinued after the first
batch of vehicles were shipped from Australia. First deliveries to dealerships were posted on
GM's website in March , with comments that initial sales were brisk. The GXP is available in all
standard G8 colors. Meanwhile, Stealth Blue and Ignition Orange were unavailable for Stealth
Blue having already been eliminated during model year production. Also for , the oil pressure
and battery voltage gauges at the top of the center console were eliminated. Heavy criticism
among the automotive press of the outdated appearance of these red LED gauges no doubt
factored heavily in their removal. The gauges were simply replaced with a small storage
compartment. National Safety Agency Ltd. The G8 is the primary vehicle in the driving game,
Wheelman. In March , a commercial based on the s arcade game Spy Hunter ran nationally. In
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Pontiac V8 engine is a family of overhead valve V8 engines manufactured by the Pontiac
Division of General Motors Corporation that made its debut in Pontiac began as a "companion"
to the Oakland division of the General Motors line of automobiles in Pontiac successfully
competed against more-expensive inline four-cylinder models with their inline flathead
six-cylinder engines. After outselling Oakland, Pontiac became the sole survivor of the two by In
addition to the inline 6, Pontiac used the Oakland V8 for one year, , debuting an inline 8 in The
development of this V8 dates back to , when engineers began considering new engine designs
for postwar cars. They came up with a cubic-inch 4. The test results showed Pontiac that an
L-head engine simply couldn't compete with overhead valve V8 engine designs. Despite their
work, the division's conservative management saw no immediate need to replace the Pontiac
Straight When Robert Critchfield took over as general manager in , he launched an ambitious
plan to move Pontiac into the upscale, mid-range market occupied by Oldsmobile , and that
demanded V8 power. A new engine was fast-tracked, its relatively late start allowing it to take
advantage of developments proven in the Oldsmobile V8 and Cadillac V8. As a result, it was
remarkably free of teething problems. Pontiac planned to produce the models with the V8, but
Buick and Oldsmobile appealed to GM management and earned a 2-year delay. Displacement
began at cubic-inch 4. Pontiac continued to manufacture its own engines, distinct from Buick ,
Cadillac , Chevrolet , or Oldsmobile , until Pontiac engines were used in its U. The main
innovation of the Pontiac engine was reverse-flow cooling and the stamped rocker-arm system,
which had been devised by Pontiac engineer Clayton Leach in At the request of Ed Cole ,
general manager of Chevrolet , the layout was also used by the Chevrolet V8 released in , an
exception to the customary GM policy of allowing a division one year of exclusive use of an
internally developed advance. Federal emissions standards and the drive towards "corporate"
engines shared among all GM divisions led to the progressive demise of the Pontiac V8 through
the late s. The up Pontiac V8 was an overhead valve engine with cast iron cylinder heads and
block and wedge-shaped combustion chambers. An innovative design feature was mounting
the rocker arms on ball pivots on studs set into the cylinder head, rather than using a separate
rocker shaft. Along with being cheaper to build, this allowed more consistent valve action with
less weight than a conventional shaft. All Pontiac V8s from to were reverse cooled, known as
the "gusher" cooling system. It was removed from the design for the model year because
designers moved the generator and the power steering pump from atop the front of the engine
down to the front of the heads to accommodate a lower hoodline. However, the engines had the
generator in front of the heads with reverse flow cooling still in use. This suggests that the cost
of the reverse cooling was the reason for the change to "equa-flow" cooling. Most iterations had
an overall length to the edge of the water pump pulley of All Pontiac engines except the Ram Air
V engine and and used 6. Most Pontiac engines were painted light blue. The " engine and the
â€”60 version was named the "Tempest" V-8 and changed in 61 to the "Trophy" V8. Pontiac in
the s was one of a few US manufacturers that did not regularly identify their engine names and
sizes with air-cleaner or valve-cover decals. The V8 engine was introduced for the model year as
the "Strato Streak". Not long before the model year introduction, Pontiac management decided
that the entire line would be V8-powered. This was based on results of over 1 million test miles,
which was unheard of at the time. Compression ratio was a modest 8. For the V8 was bored out
to 3. It was offered in the following forms:. For the V8's stroke was increased to 3. For the first

time, Pontiac offered Tri-Power , three two-barrel carburetors with a sequential linkage replacing
the previous dual-quad set-up. Power ratings increased accordingly:. Standard only for the
Pontiac Bonneville was Pontiac's first-ever fuel injection system. A mechanical system built by
Rochester , it was similar in principle, but not identical, to the contemporary Chevrolet "fuelie".
Contemporary road tests suggest that it was actually somewhat inferior to the Tri-Power
engines, although it did have better fuel economy. Only Bonnevilles were produced for , all of
them fuel-injected. Only about were produced before the fuel injection system was quietly
dropped. This was the beginning of factory supplied performance items such as 4 bolt main
bearings and windage trays to reduce friction from crankcase oil. The was the standard engine
for the Pontiac GTO through Beginning in the Pontiac V-8 and was dubbed the Trophy V-8 , due
to its many victories in racing. Perhaps the most unusual variation of the Pontiac V8, the Trophy
4 was a degree inclined In Pontiac dropped the Buick division built cu. Both used a single
two-barrel carburetor. The subsequently became the optional V8 engine for Tempests, and later
the Pontiac Firebird , through and maintained the 17 degree cylinder head valve angle for its
entire production run. A higher-output four-barrel carburetor version was offered, called the HO
High Output. The remained in production through the model year , with cars receiving engines
produced the previous year. In , the cylinder head design was improved for the 4-barrel engine.
The valve angle was reduced from 17 degrees to 14 degrees for better breathing. The "" head
was a only casting , and the only PMD head to have a closed chamber with the new 14 degree
valve angle. The 2-barrel kept the 17 degree valve angles for '67; starting in '68 all Pontiac V8s
went to the 14 degree valve angle. Pontiac went to open-chambered heads in some models and
all 68 and up to improve power, engine breathing and reduce emissions. The valve size
increased as well, to 2. Low-performance and two-barrel applications, the standard engine in
full-sized Pontiacs, got 1. The four-barrel was a popular performance option for many of
Pontiac's cars. When fitted with other high- airflow components, it produced a good balance of
low-end torque and higher-RPM power. Like the , it was offered in both 2-barrel and 4-barrel
versions. Bore and stroke were 4. The The crankshafts were also unique in the fact that they
featured only two counter weights instead of the usual five and also featured lightened
connecting rod journals. This resulted in a lightweight design weighing less than the Chevrolet
small-block V The heads were a new design featuring siamesed intake ports. The short-deck
block and different intake ports also required the design of a new intake manifold. Although it is
much different from the original vintage Pontiac V-8 powerplant, the has the distinction of being
the last true Pontiac V-8 engine, as Pontiac ceased production of these engines effective April 1,
For model year vehicles, the engine codes are the 8th digit of the VIN. The 2-barrel version was
last offered in The 4-barrel version was available from to and the Turbo version was available in
and only. The Turbo was unique in that it had a beefier block than the â€”79 versions which
carried on in the non turbo versions in and , a very mild camshaft with 0. This had extra-rich
"DX" secondary metering rods and a remote vacuum source for the primary metering rod
enrichment circuit to allow the Power Enrichment Vacuum Regulator PEVR to release the
primary metering rods to move to the up position enrichment anytime during boosted
conditions. This was to ensure there was enough fuel to cool the cast offset dished pistons. The
Turbo was limited to Trans Am and Formula Firebird production only, although some literature
has indicated that the Turbo may have found its way into the Chevrolet Camaro Z GM's parts
books do list the turbo engine for the Camaro. Based on the same short-deck as the , the "LS 5"
Unlike previous enlargements of Pontiac V8s, it did not replace the The SD became factory
installed in and in a street version became available from the factory with a dual four-barrel or
tri-power carburetion. The premier SD cylinder head was the late early casting aka "" head,
featuring a larger The also marked the end of the option for a forged-steel crankshaft. The
Armasteel cast crankshaft was the standard hardened cast-iron crankshaft used throughout the
entire Pontiac V-8 line until In , Pontiac out of concerns the public misunderstood the
engineering terms, went to a nodular cast iron crankshaft, which they used until In the basic
design's bore was increased to 4. The crankshaft in the also had a "N" cast on them as opposed
to the 's Armasteel. In , Pontiac also used a revised crankshaft out of a Pearlitic malleable-iron,
although it still used the "N" casting letter. This new material had stronger alloys in the iron. All
engines were factory installed in large cars only. However, there were a few dealers that would
install a in a customers GTO or Firebird for higher power levels. All cylinder heads received the
14 degree valve angle, closed chamber only in 67 and open chamber 68 and up. It was replaced
by the for the model year. For through , the bore was expanded 0. Oldsmobile and Buick also
had '' inch engines about the same time. The displacement is a function of the engines bore and
stroke. Pontiac did not have the customary "small-block" and "big-block" engine families
common to other GM divisions as well as Ford and Chrysler. Pontiac's V8s share the same
connecting rod length 6. The horsepower ratings of this era were often dubious, with engines

rated higher or lower in output for advertising, political, or insurance purposes. For , Pontiac
introduced another High Output H. The SD used round-port cylinder heads similar to those used
on the and HO, with specific "LS-2" intake and cast-iron exhaust header manifolds. Still, it was
the strongest American engine offered that year. This truly was a racing engine, detuned for use
in passenger cars. The was used through when it, as with many other large displacement
engines, was discontinued as manufacturers moved to smaller, more efficient models, even in
their full size car lines. While not officially called the Ram Air I when it was issued, [ citation
needed ] it was the first in a series of Ram Air V8 engines from Pontiac. It also had along with
the HO engine the famous cast-iron "headers" which were much better at reducing
backpressure than the regular manifolds. The cast "" heads had taller valve spring heights than
the standard D-port heads, and the only degree valve angle closed combustion chamber making
these heads unique. The Ram Air II was the first engine that incorporated Pontiac's legendary
round-port head design in a production vehicle, however the intake port was the same as other
D-port heads, leaving a head which exhaust port could nearly match the intake at high valve
lifts. The Ram Air II also incorporated the first computer-designed camshaft. However, the RA II
was limited to a 1. It also was the base engine in the Firebird Trans Am of and It was identical to
the optional HO engine with the exception of the outside air induction system, and was also
basically the same engine as the ''68 HO. The Ram Air III had used a similar block to the Ram Air
IV in that it was drilled for 4-bolt main bearing caps but used a cast crank and cast rods, and
2-bolt main bearing caps in This engine also had the distinction of using the cast-iron "headers"
made famous on the original HO engine in All â€”69 Ram Air blocks have 4-bolt caps. In
addition, a shallower spherized-wedge combustion chamber moved the tuliped valve heads.
However, by this time compression had dramatically dropped off, marking the beginning of the
end of the muscle car era. So large are the intake ports that the pushrods run through the center
of each port via pressed-in tubes, in addition to streamlined airfoils over the tubes themselves
to improve port shape, and increase flow velocity. The had shorter connecting rods, smaller 2. It
shared the 4. Quite a few s were dealer installed. The SD was available in as a dealer option or
over the counter then in 62 and 63 from the factory, and was fitted with a list of internal
modifications designed solely to withstand the abuse of drag racing. Cam was a McKellar No.
Factory heavy-duty high-pressure oil pump and eight-quart sump, four-bolt main bearing caps
with Moraine aluminum bearings, and dual-point distributor without vacuum advance. Casting
No. Neither casting was equipped with an exhaust crossover. Available only in the and Formula
Firebird and Firebird Trans AM, the SD consisted of a strengthened cylinder block that included
4-bolt main bearings and additional material in various locations for improved strength. Original
plans called for a forged crankshaft, although actual production SDs received nodular-iron
crankshafts with minor enhancements. Forged rods and forged-aluminum pistons were
specified, as were unique high-flow cylinder-heads. The very modest cam, combined with a
low-compression ratio of 8. The initial press cars that were given to the various enthusiast
magazines e. This was a completely stock car on loan from a private owner for the test.
Furthermore, this car had an automatic, air conditioning, a 3. The SD4 was never available in a
production vehicle, however Pontiac's Performance Parts counter had all the SD4 parts
available and one could garner a 2. All Indy Fiero replicas came with the 2. A higher-output
version was offered, called the HO High Output. In , there was also a "HO" which had increased
power with the addition of higher compression 18 heads 17 and 46 were the most common
2-barrel heads , a four-barrel carburetor and matching intake that was also used on the and
engines. There was also the addition of dual exhaust, and in the case of a stick shift car, a
slightly more aggressive cam. In the HO was upgraded again with the addition of the HO cam,
commonly referred to by Pontiac hobbyists as the cam. Free-flowing exhaust manifolds from
the RamAir were used late in the model year. This may be today one of the most overlooked
high-performance engines of the era, [ citation needed ] as it was overlooked by the buyers of
larger engines available in the day It was basically a with heads to match the pistons. In the
cubic-inch 6. All engines for were W72 versions and were last produced in , after which time the
tooling was dismantled. Some engines in vehicles may have been cast as early as W72 versions
had chrome valve covers, base versions had painted covers. The hood scoop decal
distinguished which version of the engine was in the vehicle. Note: In â€”81, this would change
as the 5. This engine was first offered in as the third engine in the GTO and Firebird line after
the 2-barrel and the base It was the top of the line engine until the Ram Air was introduced later
in the year. This engine was offered as an option in thru Pontiac offered this to the public as a
streetable version of the SD. The engine came with 4-barrel and heads for the tripower and
special exhaust manifolds and a 7H cam with deg. These same heads were also used on the
GTO tri-power engines. The ' HO' was a conventional "D" port engine â€” to simplify things, it
was a late model year offering which was truly a 'High Output' version of the offered from the

onset of the model year in all Pontiacs full sized cars. Intended as a low compression
progression from the previous years Ram Air IV engine, all HO engines used a heavy duty 4 bolt
main block, round port cylinder heads casting ; with 8. According to GM mandates horsepower
was now rated in net figures as opposed to gross, so on paper the HO appeared to have a
significant drop in power, but in fact it was very much the same engine, and performance
figures reveal this to be true. Pontiac still offered the regular RPO L75 in its full sized cars, and
after some public outcry a " HO" package was offered for the Firebird's top of the line Trans Am
model. Ordering the 'L75' in the Pontiac Firebird Trans Am included the same packaged items
as the previous model year, with the sole exception that the 'shaker' hood scoop call out now
simply read "". The modifications over the standard 4-barrel were designated the Turbo "T"
block. This included the ESC Electronic Spark Control distributor and controller borrowed from
the Turbo, which allowed for higher timing without the penalty of engine damaging pinging or
preignition. Unfortunately, there were no improvements in the casting number "01" small-valve
high-velocity heads, which would have yielded greater improvements in power. This was a
project started with the end goal of building a Hemi. Surprisingly, Mopar actually agreed and
sent over several of the engineers that designed both the and Hemi. The goal of making a
Pontiac Hemi succeeded but the engine was never produced. From Wikipedia, the free
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